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ABSTRACT

A high resolution fluorescence spectrometer using a Johann geometry in a

back scattering axtangement was developed. The spectrometer, W,:'::. a resolution

of 0.3 eV at 6.5 keV, combined with an incident beam, with a resolution of 0.7

eV, form the basis of a high resolution instrument for measuring x-ray absorption

spectra. The advantages of the instrument are illustrated with the near edge

absorption spectrum of dysprosium nitrate.
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INTRODUCTION

X-ray fluorescence and absorption spectroscopies give important htforma_ion

on structural and electronic properties in the study of materials. Emission spec-

troscopy is widely employed in the study of the traa_sitions between valence-band,

or near valence band orbitals and inner core-hole states. These transitions are

sensitive to bonding, oxidation and atomic coordination of the system. The mea-

surement of absorption spectra using fluorescence detection is very powerful for

the extraction of weak spectra from dilute samples. The purpose of this commu-

nication is to describe a spectrometer wkich provides the ability to select a small

energy window from the fluorescence spectra, which gives new capabilities. In

particular, the observation of new spectroscopic features in the near edge region

which are normally obscured by the core hole lifetime 1 is made possible. Further,

• o the signal from low-energy satellites of transitions such as the Ka, of' the K_I._

fluorescence observed for 3d transition metals can provide a means of making

spin-dependent _ and/or oxidation-specific absorption measurements.

THE SPECTROMETER

X-ray emission spectra are routinely analyzed with crystal spectrometers.

These instruments fall into two general classes: Rowland circle instruments and

double crystal instruments. Synchrotron based experiments by the NIST Group s

on gases have shown the power of Rowlmad circle instruments. Double crystal

instruments have been used for example in the study of emission spectra from

Mn 4. Both Rowland circle and double crystal instruments can provide good res-

olution. The double crystal instrument, in the (+,+) arrangement, however, has

small angular acceptance, limited by the Darwin width of the Bragg reflectiotl.

_,_v,,,=_.e= with low



fereitherfromsourcesizecontributionstoresolutionand orthroughput.Thisis

easilyunderstoodby takingthelogarithmicderivativeofBragg'slaws

AA Ar
= _ + co_(#).Ae (_)A r

The -_ term,intheabsenceofstrain,isjustthecontributionoftheDarwin

width and thecot(0)A6term isthecontributionfrom thesourcesizeand the

spatialresolutionofthedetector,ltisimmediatlyapparentfrom Eq. (I)that

forBragg anglesnear90° thecontributionofthesourcesizetoresolutioncanbe

drasticallyreduced.Indeed,backscatteringtechniqueshavebeen usedforvery

highresolutioninel_ticscatteringstudiesofbothneutronss and x-rayss.There

isan additionaladvantagetobackscattering.As mentionedabove'conventional'

Rowland circleinstrumentswork withlow orderBragg reflections.In orderto

increasesolidanglefortheseinstrumentsa crystalshapewhich isa surfaceof

revolutionabout thelinejoiningsourceand detectorisrequired.Ingener_lthis

isa complicated_pheric. In backscattering,however,a simplesphereisan

excellentapproximationtotheneededro.sphericthusproddingatoncebothgood

resolution and large solid angle.

Based on this argument, a spectrometer was constructed that permitted the

measurement of a narrow band of an emission spectrum. In tara absorption spec-

tra were recorded by monitoring the intensity in tkis narrow band as the incident

energy was varied. The spectrometer was built around a large 4-circle Huber go.

niometer at the X25 hybrid wiggler beam li_-. at the National Synchrotron Light

Source, at the Brookhaven National ]_aboratory ¢. The optics of this beam Line

consists of a Pt coated double focusing mirror collecting about 1.5 mrad of the

horizontal opening angle and a two crystal Si(220) monochromator. The focus

of this beam Line is 28 m away from the source with a beam size about 0.5 mm:.

Th,_ measured resolution for the monochromator is 0.7 eV at 6.5 kev and the
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monochromatic flux is of the order of 1011 photons/s, when 0.5 horizontal mrad

are used.

The spectrometer operated in the vertical plaae. The sample was placed at

the center of the goniometer located at the focus of the beam. The spectrometer,

consisting of an analyzer crystal and detector, with the sample as the source,

uses the Johann geometry 8 on a 900 mm diameter Rowland circle (Fig. la). The

analyzer was a spherical Si (440) crystal. Its figure was acldeved by elastically

bending a par_lel-faced silicon crystal wafer, 75mm in diameter and 1 mm thick,

to a radius of"900 mm. The analyzer subtends a solid angle of 0.6 mst. Optical

and x-ray measurements showed that the coa.'dal FLxture9 shown schematically

in Fig. Ib, and used to bend the crystal, produced a spherical shaped curva-

ture. Measured figure errors were about 175 _rad. This corresponds to twice the

Darwin width at 0B = 83.38* and accounts in part for the observed 0.3 eV reso-

lution at 6.5 keV. This level oi. performance however is sumcient for the present

application.

The detector is a linear position sensitive gas proportional counter (PSD).

Over the full length of 100 mm it has a sp_.tial resolution of 200/_10. In order

to reduce the air path, which causes very significant absorption a vacuum chamber

was pat in between the analyzer and the dete':tor. This arrangement limited the

measurements to an angular interval of 0 = 83.3- 86.5 ° which corresponds to

energies from 6501 eV to 6469 eV. Although in principle a PSD is not needed

for the present application it provides ease of"alignment and operation of the

spectrometer.

The instrument described above with its limited energy range is a prototype.

An instrument with more general application can be easily constructed by: (1)

making a vacuum path that covers the Bragg angle range from 60° to 90° and

(2) utilizing the reflections along the high symmetry directions in Ge and InSb as

well as Si. The energy ranees covered by these low index reflections are shown in



Fig. 2. The lower energy limits coriespond t,o the ideal backscattering condition

while the upper values correspond to the 60° Bragg angle. This _gure also relates

the K and L emission Lines for different transition metals and rare earths and the

proper low index crystal reflection.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Transition metals are of particular interest because of their magnetic proper-

ties. Similar arguments can be used for rare earths. These metals, which extend

from lanthanum to haf_um, are characterized by partially F'dledf shells and are

considered to have a complicated valence-band structure. To demonstrate the

applications of this spectrometer to near edge absorption studies, the rare earth,

Dy, was chosen.

Fig. 3 shows the measured La_ fluorescence line from a dysprosium nitrate

compound. The incident energy was 50 eV above the Dy Lrzz absorption edge.

The asymmetry oi"the line is due to the vacuum chamber wall which limits the

range of the analyzer Bragg angle, _.s discussed above. The dashed Line in the

_gure represents the analyzer resolution which in this case i_ more than one order

of magnitude better than the natural lifetime width.

In conventional XANES or EXAFS the absorption is studied by measuring

the incident beam attenuation in the sample or by monitoring the fluorescence

or electron yield while scanning the incident energy through the absorption edge.

In the x-ray region the total resolution, determined by the convolution of the

incident beam resolution and the natural lifetime width of the core hole, in these

experiments is typically of the order of a few eV. However, the core-hole l.i[etime

broadening can be overcome if a narrow energy band of the fluorescence radiation

is monitored selectively with a high resolution analyzer 1. This is simply due to the

energy co,_servatiou in the fluorescence process which sta_es that the uncertainty
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of the photoelectron energy is determined by tile uncertainty of the energy of the

incident photon, fluorescence photon and l_nal state hole.

The effect of the enhanced resolution obtained with the a_ualyzer described

here is demonstrated in Fig. 4. In this figure two identical energy scans from

s dysprosium nitrate sample using the conventional transmission technique and

• the high resolution fluorescence technique are compared. In the transmission case

the absorption was measured by monitoring the transmitted beam with an ion-

ization chamber, while for the high resolution case only the narrow bandwidth

of" the fluorescence spectrum indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 3 was moni-

tored. The high resolution XANES shows dramatically improved resolution_ The

extended tail to the low energy side of the absorption edge in the conventional

absortion spectrum, resulting from the lifetime broadening contribution to the

energy resolution, disappears. A structure which is almost totally invisible in the

conventio,lal transmission spectrum is revealed . The absorption edge is seen to

be split into two parts: one corresponding to the quadrupole transitiou to the

partia_y filled 4/states and the second edge and white line corresponding to the

dipole transition to the empty 5d states.

SUMMARY

The advantagesofthebackscatteringgeometryhavebeen shown tobe im-

portantfors new techniqueinthestudyofabsorptionspectroscopy.Usingthe

prototype instrument described here new features in the near edge structure st

the LHr edge of Dy have beeu observed l. Other studies have utilized this instru-

ment to make final state selective absorption studies _. The instrument is emily

extended to cover the K,, and Ka tluorescence lines of most of the 3d transition

metals, and the L_ and La fluorescence of"the 4d metals and the rare earths•
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Figure Captions

Fig.l.SchemeLticsoftheexperimentalsetup (a)and sphericalcry'stMbender

(b).

Fig. 2. Plotof theK,,and K_ (a),La and L_ (b),and Lc,and L# (c),

energiesforsome transitionmetalsand rareearths.On the rightpanel,the

energiescoveredby low index(h00),(hh0),(hhh),and (hkk)reflectionsfrom

Si,Ge and InSbareindicated.The lowerenergyvaluescorrespondtoa perfect

backscatteringgeometrywhilethehighervaluetogeometries30° away fromthis

condition.

Fig.3. High resolutionDy/;at fluorescencespectrumobtainedby scanning

theaxtalyzer.The incidentenergyforthismeasurementwas 50eV abovetheLr,rr

absorptionedgeThe dashedlinecorrespondstotheanaJyzerresolution,0.3eV.
x.

Fig. 4. Conventionaland highresolutionfluorescenceXaaes of Dy. Lilrl.

Both measurementsweremade onthesame samplewiththesameincidentphoton

energyresolution.
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